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Overview
You may have heard the term “Dark Web” used by others or in the media and wondered “what is the Dark 

Web?” or “should I be doing anything about it?”  This article will explain what the Dark Web is and what it 
means to you.
What Is It? 

The Dark Web consists of systems on the Internet designed for communicating or sharing information 
securely and anonymously. There is no single “Dark Web”; it is not something like Facebook where it’s run by 
a single organization. 

Instead, the Dark Web is collections of different systems and networks managed by different people used 
for a variety of purposes. These systems are still connected to and are part of the Internet; however, you will 
generally not find them using your normal search engines. You often also need special software on your 
computer to find or access them. 

One example is the Tor Project. To access this Dark Web, you download and install the Tor Browser. When 
you connect to web servers using the Tor Browser, your encrypted traffic travels through other computers 
also using Tor. As it hops through these computers, the source IP address is changing— meaning that when 
you get to the web site, your online activity is anonymized. Other examples of Dark Webs include Zeronet, 
Freenet, and I2P..
Who Uses It?

 Cybercriminals are big users of the Dark Web. They maintain websites and forums in the Dark Web 
to enable their criminal activities such as purchasing drugs or selling gigabytes of hacked data —  all 
anonymously and securely. For example, when a cybercriminal hacks a bank or an online shopping store, 
they steal as much information as they can, then sell that information to other cybercriminals on sites in the 
Dark Web.

There are also legitimate uses of the Dark Web. For example, people in countries where censorship is 
rampant can use Dark Web networks to share information and see what else is happening in the world 
while protecting their privacy and remaining anonymous. Journalists, whistle-blowers, and privacy-minded 
people can use the Dark Web to increase their anonymity and bypass censorship. In addition, individuals like 
these can use technologies like the Tor Browser not only to access the Dark Web, but anonymously browse 
the regular Internet.
What Should I Do?

Unless you have a specific reason to access the Dark Web, you are cautioned against it. Some Dark Web 
sites are used for illegal purposes; many of the sites will use your computer in a peer network to accomplish 
their goals, and in some cases your computer may even be probed or attacked. Some companies offer 
monitoring services to let you know if your name or other information has been stolen by cybercriminals 
and found on the Dark Web. The actual value of these services is questionable. The best way to protect 
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yourself is to assume some of your information is already in the Dark Web being used by cybercriminals. As a 
result:

• Be suspicious of any phone calls or emails pretending to be an official organization and pressuring 
you into taking an action, such as paying a fine. Criminals may even use information they found about 
you to create a personalized attack.

• Monitor your credit card and bank statements; perhaps even set up daily alerts on any transactions 
that happen. This way you can detect if any financial fraud is happening. If you do detect it, report it to 
your credit card company or bank right away.

• Put a freeze on your credit score. It does not impact how you can use your credit card and is one of 
the most effective steps you can take to protect yourself from identity theft.
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The information provided in the monthly newsletter is intended to increase the security awareness of an organization’s end 
users and to help them behave in a more secure manner within their work environment. While some of the tips may relate to 
maintaining a home computer, the increased awareness is intended to help improve the organization’s overall information 
security posture. Mason’s IT Security Office brings you this information, produced by OUCH!, The SANS Securing The 
Human Program, The SANS Institute, 2019. 


